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Preface
This report is a start of a large research on this subject. It’s an interesting research with results which
could bring profits to the sport, the riders and people into the sport. It’s important to find the cause of
crush injuries and fatal accidents, which are still happening in the sport.
Interest is playing an important role by making this report. It’s one of the most important reasons why
I started to do this research, in spite of I do not go in for this discipline of the sport. Another reason to
do this research is because I hope this research will contribute something to the sport and to the project
organisation Aachen School of Course Design.
This research is something that has to develop more and there should be in my opinion another
recommended research. If there is a recommended research, there is a chance to decrease or prevent
fatal accidents in the sport.
I worked during my instructive thesis period with much pleasure to this thesis. Also appointments with
experts and see other company’s have helped me with my project. I really want to thank the people
who helped me in any form with my project for their help. Not to forget the people from the research
institute Mont Le Soie.
In special I want to thank my parents and friends who helped me to support me and their interest
during this period. I also want to thank my supervisors from school, Marcel van Oijen and Martine van
Tilburg and my extern supervisor Alain Storme for their help.

Manon Morsch
June 2007 Wageningen
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Summary
The horse sport is splits in different disciplines. Dressage, jumping and eventing are most done disciplines.
Beside these also driving, endurance, reining, vaulting, polo and pare-equestrian could be done. Eventing
will be seen often as a sport with many risks. There are happening accidents in this sport. The dangerous
accidents of this sport are somersaults. These accidents are most of the time fatal. It couldn’t be said the
sport is unsafe to ride, because safety is one of the biggest part of the sport. The sport has risks with could
be reduce but it is very difficult to take these risks away. Into the horse sport will be worked with horses.
Animals are not to trust for 100 percent so there are always risks.
This project is done, to try to reduce accidents which are happening during eventing by finding causes of
somersaults. This research will describe mainly the somersaults of a horse and rider.
The causes of somersaults are difficult to describe abstractly. There are many factors which could bring
causes with them possibly.
A jump could be splits in different phases. Namely: the approach to the fence, the take off, the airborne
phase, the landing and the getaway. Phases 1 and 2 have the highest risks to make a somersault. When
these phases are completed properly, the risks to make a somersault are a lot lower.
Also the centre of gravity is playing an important role during the jump. The centre of gravity is moving
forward and backwards during a jump. The moving of the centre of gravity is needed to keep a horse
balanced. During the jump, the centre of gravity could be also a factor by moving weight of the horse.
A horse will probably make a somersault when it is hitting a fixed object with its knee, elbow or the body
part between this. This is the hypothesis of the project. When a horse hits a fixed object under this body
part, the horse will be able to scrabble over the fence. Above this body part the horse will stay before the
fence and will not even clear the fence. Within the body part of the horse isn’t able to correct itself and to
prevent a somersault. When a somersault occurs, the centre of gravity and the weight of the body plays a
role in completing the somersault.
To prevent somersaults, there are thought solutions. A pin construction is developed. When a weight will
hit the bar on top, the pin will break and the bar will fall on the ground. Hereby the somersault will be
stopped from completing. This solution is used a lot in events right now, but isn’t able to get fixed on each
type of fence profile.
During this project a fieldwork is done. The distance before the fence will be measured by groundlines and
will be measured to see if this has any effect on the development of the fence. With this fieldwork it could
be possible to discover an unsafe zone.
The fieldwork is done by a group of twenty one riders with their individual horses. The riders have jumped
each four fences on one height with four different distances of groundlines. Because the horses weren’t
from the same height, they were splits in three groups. Group 1 and 2 have jumped the fence on a height of
80 cm and group 3 jumped the fence on a height of 90 cm. The groundline distances were for group 1 and
2: 10 cm (distance 1), 20 cm (distance 2), 50 cm (distance 3) and 80 cm (distance 4), for group 3 they were:
10 cm (distance 1), 30 cm (distance 2), 60 cm (distance 3) and 90 cm (distance 4).
All jumps were filmed. Two pictures of each horse of each jump were made were after further
measurements on the pictures were made. All measurements were statistical tested.
Distance 2 of the groundlines were giving difficulties for rider and horse. Even when the approach was
good, the horse and the rider were misjudge to make the right strides before the fence. The horses were
coming very close to the fence which will raise risks on hitting the fence. It cannot be said this zone is to
close to the fence, because distance 1, which is actually no groundline, lay closer to the fence and was
completed good. Distance 1, 3 and 4 of the groundlines were good to complete the fence and brought no
difficulties for horse and rider to clear the fence. A more ideal positioning of a groundline can be observed
(distance 3) in which a horse takes a jump of similar to a fence without groundline (distance 1). The
groundline which is placed does not seem to influence, or reduce the variation in distance of take of, of
each individual horse.
It’s important for eventing and the safety of the riders and people who are involved into the sport, to
increase this safety. A recommended research to the body part of the horse when its hitting a fixed object,
the different type of fence profiles and the zones in front of the fence should be searched more to improve
insights and knowledge to eventing in the future. Researches are influential for making the sport more safe
and trying to reduce accidents, especially fatal accidents.
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Samenvatting
De paardensport is gesplitst in verschillende disciplines. Dressuur, springen en eventing zijn de meest
beoefende disciplines. Naast deze disciplines kunnen ook mennen, endurance, western rijden, voltige, polo
en paardensport voor gehandicapten beoefend worden. Eventing is een sport dat vaak als gevaarlijk wordt
gezien met veel risico’s. Er gebeuren ongevallen tijdens eventing, de gevaarlijkste ongevallen zijn de
ongevallen waarbij het paard een overslag maakt. Deze ongevallen zijn vaak fatale ongevallen. Het kan niet
van eventing gezegd worden dat de sport niet veilig is, veiligheid is één van de belangrijkste punten tijdens
de eventing sport. Deze sport draagt risico’s met zich mee, deze risico’s kunnen verminderd, maar zeer
moeilijk weggenomen worden. De sport wordt beoefend met dieren, die nooit helemaal voor 100 procent
betrouwbaar zullen zijn.
Dit project wordt uitgevoerd, om ongevallen die gebeuren tijdens eventing te verminderen. Het gaat tijdens
dit onderzoek voornamelijk om overslagen van paard en ruiter.
De oorzaken van deze overslagen zijn moeilijk abstract weer te geven, er zijn veel factoren die mogelijke
oorzaken met zich meebrengen.
Een sprong bestaat uit verschillende fasen. Namelijk de aanrijding naar de hindernis, het afspring moment
van de grond, de luchtfase, de landing en het wegrijden na de landing. De fasen 1 en 2 brengen het grootste
risico mee om een overslag te laten plaatsvinden. Wanneer deze twee fasen goed voltooid worden, is het
risico op een overslag veel lager.
Ook het zwaartepunt van het paard speelt een grote rol tijdens een sprong. Het zwaartepunt verplaatst
tijdens een sprong voortdurend naar voren of naar achteren. Dit verplaatsen is nodig om een paard in balans
te houden tijdens het proces van een sprong. Echter kan het zwaartepunt ook een nadeel met zich mee
brengen, een overslag kan doorslaggevend worden doordat het zwaartepunt het lichaam door laat draaien
en de overslag zeker wordt voltooid.
Een paard zal zeer waarschijnlijk een overslag maken wanneer deze een vast object aan een hindernis raakt
met de knie, elleboog of het gebied hiertussen. Deze stelling is vastgesteld als hypothese tijdens het project.
Aan de hand van de literatuur die is gebruikt voor het gehele project blijkt de stelling te kloppen. Wanneer
het paard een vast object raakt onder het bovengenoemde gebied is het paard in staat om over de hindernis
te ‘krabbelen’. Boven het bovengenoemde gebied zal het paard de hindernis niet eens overbruggen maar
voor de hindernis blijven. In het bovengenoemde gebied is het paard niet in staat de overslag tegen te
houden. Wanneer de overslag gemaakt wordt, zal de zwaartekracht en het grote gewicht van een paard een
rol spelen in het voltooien van deze overslag.
Tijdens dit project is een veldonderzoek uitgevoerd waardoor inzicht verkregen wordt in de afspring
afstand voor de hindernis die wordt gemeten door drafbalken voor de hindernis. Het gaat tijdens het
veldonderzoek erom of er een gevarenzone voor een hindernis aanwezig kan zijn.
Het veldonderzoek is uitgevoerd door een groep van eenentwintig berijders en individuele paarden. De
De berijders hebben ieder vier hindernissen gesprongen op één hoogte en met vier verschillende afstanden
van een drafbalk. Omdat de paarden niet allemaal van dezelfde hoogte waren zijn de berijders verdeeld in
drie groepen. Waarvan groep 1 en 2 de hindernis op 80 cm hoogte en groep 3 de hindernis op 90 cm hoogte
hebben gesprongen. De drafbalk afstanden waren voor groep 1 en 2: 10 cm (afstand 1), 20 cm (afstand 2),
50 cm (afstand 3) en 80 cm (afstand 4), voor groep drie: 10 cm (afstand 1), 30 cm (afstand 2), 60 cm
(afstand 3) en 90 cm (afstand 4). Per groep hebben de berijders de serie van vier sprongen voltooid.
Alle sprongen zijn voltooid en opgenomen op video. Er zijn van iedere sprong twee foto’s gemaakt, één bij
het afspring punt van de grond en één wanneer het paard zich in de luchtfase bevind. Na het maken van de
foto’s zijn metingen gedaan op verschillende punten. Alle metingen zijn statistisch getest. Afstand 2 van de
drafbalk gaf bij alle groepen moeilijkheden aan. Wanneer het paard goed wordt aangereden kan deze net
zoals de ruiter de afstand tot de hindernis niet goed inschatten. Het paard zal te dicht op de hindernis
afspringen wat problemen met zich meebrengt. De andere afstanden gaven geen moeilijkheden om een
sprong goed te voltooien met zich mee.
Het is belangrijk voor eventing de veiligheid van de berijders en betrokken mensen in de sport te
verbeteren. Door middel van een vervolg onderzoek op het lichaamsgebied van een paard wanneer het
paard een vast object raakt, type hindernissen en de zones voor de hindernissen zullen nauwkeuriger
onderzocht moeten worden, zal meer inzicht tot stand moeten komen om in de toekomst eventing nog
veiliger te maken en de kansen op ongevallen te verminderen.
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Introduction
People who are employed with horses, choose for a job which cannot be done without any risks. There
are happening accidents whit horses regular, hereby are often riders or attendants involved. These
accidents are happening in the recreation sport, but also in the professional sport on the highest level
of the world. The (FEI) Federation Equestre Internationale (2007) is worried about the accidents and
fatal accidents which are happening in eventing (appendix 4).
The equestrian sport has more different disciplines. The most disciplines which are put in practice are:
dressage, jumping and eventing. Beside these also driving, endurance, reining and vaulting are
disciplines. Polo is a sport which is coming more into the horse sport. Also para-equestrian could be
done in the equestrian sport.
Till today there have been done and described different researches about safety in eventing. Some
example’s are: Monitoring Falls During Eventing (Cripps en Pagano, 2002), An Introduction to
Frangible Fences (Starck and Starck, 2005), the Fall data collect of The British Eventing Association
(2006) and the fall report of the FEI (2007a).
In spite of these researches, accidents still happen, some of them with fatal outcome (Spinner, 2007).
Therefore its very important to do researches to accidents. Why will these happen and how. The aim of
this research is to show why horses get involved in somersault accidents. This is by far the most
important reason of deadly and thereby fatal accidents during eventing, so its important to find causes
of somersaults. This research is also a start trying to reduce this type of accidents by creating
guidelines for course designers.
The research is done for the extern supervisor Alain Storme. Alain Storme has an own company
‘Proam horses’ in Ireland which makes facilities for the horse sector. Alain Storme has done an appeal
to the university Aachen School of Course Design. The research will be done in the Netherlands
whereby visits to experts will take place as well in as outside the Netherlands.
The main question of this research is called; “Why and when are making rider and horse a
somersault?”.
The literature study is specific on the somersault, the different phases of a jump, the centre of gravity
and safety equipment.
In this fieldwork, the distance before the fences to the take off point will be compared with the further
development of the fence. There will be looked to the effects of different distances to take off, heights
and angles which are part of a jump.
During the fieldwork is looked if an unsafe take off zone could be indicated before the fence. The
attention will focused at the moment of take off. The research shows if the hypothesis; “When a horse
hit a fixed object at a fence whit it’s knee, elbow or the body part between this, it will probably make a
somersault” will be right or wrong.
This research aims at establishing a clearer insight in why riders and horses are making somersaults.
Conclusions from this study should enable others to design solutions to increase safety measures in the
sport.
The project is divided in a literature part, where the problem, the problem analysis, the different phases
of a jump, the centre of gravity, the somersault and safety material are described. The fieldwork
includes a working-method description and the results of the research will be shown. The chapters and
paragraphs; discussion, conclusion and implementation recommendation describe the final case. Also
an recommended research will be described.
The appendices also describe the assignment, the project organisation and the method of the literature
study and the fieldwork.
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Problem analysis

Cross-country and eventing are sports which cannot be done without any risks. In the horse sector are
people working with animals, animals can’t be trusted for 100 percent. This is a reason why risks are
always involved in sports with horses. In spite of many safety materials there are still happening fatal
accidents. These accidents have to be analysed and technically evaluated to see if accidents could have
been avoided.
The deadly accidents which have happened up till now, have lead to questions in how far changes are
necessary and could be feasible to improve safety in the sport. Eventing has led to more deadly
accidents the last ten years than formula-1 racing, this is worth mentioning.
A short time ago the news showed the concerns from the FEI (2007b). The FEI is establishing a
committee for safety in eventing and brought out a fall report with all horse falls on paper (appendix 4
and 5). The statistics are made over the years 2002 to 2006. They are made over the CCI and CIC
competitions. The eventing competitions are indicated with CCI ‘concours complet international’ and
CIC ‘concours international complet’. The difference between the two indicates is the distance. A CCI
is longer than a CIC. There won’t be ridden championships on CIC level. Besides a CIC has only three
stars where a CCI four stars (the highest level) has. The international eventing sport splits in four
levels which will be described with stars. The lowest level has one star and the highest level has four
stars. World championships and Olympic games will be ridden on the four star level. European
championships and regional games like the Asian games and Pan American games will be ridden on
the three star level. Not taking into account the Olympic games and the World championships, there
are only four open games which will be ridden on the four star level: Burghley (Great Britain),
Badminton (Great Britain), Luhmuehlen (Germany) en Lexington (Kentucky USA) (World Equestrian
Games Kentucky, 2007).
The tables in appendix 6 show the total horse falls over the above called years. The total falls are split
in the four different levels which are made over the total of riders. Of the total horse falls there is a
difference in somersaults and not somersaults. There is an average percent of 31.4% of horse falls to
total falls (falls were only the rider will fall). Of these 31.4%, 21.0% is caused by a somersault. 79.0%
of the 31.4% is a fall without somersault. The statistics shows the most falls are made in the highest
level (FEI, 2007a).
The period with the worst accidents took place from 1989 to 1993. In this period were totally in
competitions twelve deadly accidents happened (Murphy and Garner, 1999). In Great Britain were five
deadly accidents count in the time of one year. The causes of these accidents were all different. The
accidents go pared with hitting the fence on different places and somersaulting the fence were the rider
was thrown of the back of the horse. In the most cases the horse fell on their rider. Some examples
how these fatal accidents happen are; stumbling of horses during the landing and falling above the
riders. Riders died to head- and chest injuries because the horse land on these riders.
Recently a fatal accident took place in Jardy at the fifth of may 2007, precede the fatal accident in
Fontainebleau on the eleventh of march 2007 (appendix 7). This was the fifth fatal fall over a time of
nine months. Last December a rider died during the Asian games, preceded by the death of another
rider during a competition in California in November 2006, and a the death of a rider in August 2006
(Irish Examiner, 2007).
Most of these fatal accidents happened because the horse hit a fixed object to the fence during the
jump, making a somersault and fell on the rider carrying out all the bad results.
About the horse sport, especially eventing is often told “Eventing is a dangerous sport”. But the people
who are in eventing don’t agree, saying: “Eventing isn’t a dangerous sport, it’s a sport with risks,
because people are working with animals, horses in this case”.
The causes of accidents are difficult to find. As reason of the accidents are different reasons called.
The fences are better than twenty years ago, the horses and rider are better trained so have better
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conditions, are better prepared on the course and are both fitter than ever before, so why are these
accidents still happening?
There are many theories thoughts and spoken. Lucinda Green (2000) brought up the next theory:
“Horses are so well trained they have had their instinct for survival schooled out of them. They are
used to minute instructions from the rider and are no longer accustomed to using their initiative”.
Also too much speed is one of the reasons mentioned (Barnes, 2000).
The accidents which happened aren’t the cause of the procedures or the correct soil on which the
fences are placed. The procedures were done correctly and the soil was ideal. The comment on the
accidents were: “if you go round a track enough times eventually you are going to hit something. If
you’re lucky you walk away. If you’re unlucky you don’t” said Mark Phillips, course designer (1999).
“Every one knows the risks, and we have to minimise them, but we can never eliminate them
completely” said Ian Stark (1999).
“The riders know the high risks, but none of us expect people to have to pay with their lives” Said
Mark Todd (Winner Olympic Gold) (1999).
The Equestrian Federations work together to make the sport as save as possible. An example of
improvement is that a technical advisor and the course designer get together to look at the course
design before the competitions start. This is to prevent possible falls to check al the fences and discuss
with the course designer (Davison, 1999).
Also fences are changing. There’s introduced a Pin construction, the rail will break when there’s
coming weight on the top of the rail. This is described more specific further on.
All these comments are reasons to finish this project and do something for the sport. Hopefully the
fatal accidents will reduce by this project.
Because most of the fatal accidents happen by a somersault it is important to get an answer on the
question why and how does a somersault happen?
The main question will be described like; “Why and when are making rider and horse a somersault?”.
The hypothesis will be described like;
“When a horse hit a fixed object at a fence with it’s knee, elbow or the body part between this, it will
probably make a somersault”.
To get an answer on the main question and to test the hypothesis on truth there are made sub
questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Which phases are there in a jump?
Which space is needed for a horse so that it doesn’t hit a fixed object with its knee or front
leg during the jump?
Where is the centre of gravity lying at a horse when it will jump the fence during different
phases?
Why will a horse fall? How is it possible a horse can’t correct itself at a certain moment?
How will a somersault happen?
What’s the influence of the pin construction into the fence? In how far is this pin possible
to prevent a somersault?
Has a groundline any effect on clearing a jump?
How will a horse focus on a fence, will it use a groundline as reference mark?
Could an unsafe zone before the fence be indicate?
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Centre of gravity of the horse

The centre of gravity is playing an important role in the jumping phase. The centre of gravity is part of
the fact that a horse will be in balance during the jump. In this chapter the centre of gravity will be
explained, but before this explanation there will be analysed the phases of the jump. A jump is
classified in different phases, which will be described in this chapter.

§ 2.1

Phase of the jump

There are five different phases during a jump, which are;
 phase 1. The approach of the jump
 phase 2. The take off
 phase 3. The airborne phase
 phase 4. The landing
 phase 5. The getaway after the landing (figure 9 en 10 show all phases of the jump on picture).
Phase 1. The approach of the jump
During the last three strides the horse lowers and stretches out its head and neck (figure 1). The rider
has to give the horse more freedom at the moment from take off. (figure 2). This freedom gives the
horse the possibility to raise its forehand and round its back. Were after the horse is allowed the hind
limbs come under the body and propel the horse upwards and over the jump (Piliner, Elmhurst, Davis,
2002).

Figure 1: The horse stretches the head and bring it
forward (Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 2: The rider has to give the horse space to
stretches the head and bring it forward (Piliner et
al., 2002).

Phase 2. The take off
When the last strides are made before the jump, the head is low and stretches, which make it possible
for the forehand to stretch and move forward. The higher the jump the more the horse stretches its
forehand which will move forward. The body of the horse is lower before the jump than in the normal
walking. The hindquarters could this way move better forward under the horse body to support its
body weight. Just before the forelimb is raised, the horses head will be moved up so there is made
more space to lift the forelimbs of the ground, which the horse will have more jumping space.
The forelimb which is closest tot the fence will take off first to make the jump over the fence. The
horse will after this start to push the forehand of the horse up into the air (figure 3, 4 and 5). As soon
as the front feet leave the ground, the forelimbs begin to flex, especially at the knee and elbow. This
folding is helped by contraction of the brachiocephalicus muscle which brings the forelimbs upwards
and forwards.
The take off will end when the hindquarters will be raised (Piliner et al., 2002).
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Figure 3: The first front leg which is close to the
fence will be the take off leg to jump the fence
(Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 4: The hind legs pushing the ground powerful
away (skeleton form) (Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 5: The take off from the hind legs is powerful
(Piliner et al., 2002).

Phase 3. The airborne phase
Most of the joints in the horses fore and hind limbs are flexed as the horse is propelled over the fence.
The hind limbs can be flexed to bring the limbs underneath the body in preparation for landing. The
more the horse use its back, shoulders and hips the better. The less the limbs are flexed the more the
horse must lift its body to clear the fence (Piliner et al., 2002).
The airborne phase has totally three phases. The first phase is the take off, during the second phase the
horse is above the fence (figure 6 and 7) and the third phase is the almost landing, the horse doesn’t
reach the ground yet, the body of the horse is decreasing (Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 6: The airborne phase whereby the horse is
floating above the fence (Skeleton form) (Piliner et
al., 2002).

Figure 7: The airborne phase whereby the horse is
floating above the fence (Piliner et al., 2002).
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Phase 4. The landing
The moment the joints of the hindquarters are still flexed, the fore limbs extend in preparation for
landing. The horse begins to raise its head and neck shifting the centre of gravity. The rider has begun
bring her upper body back so she will open the angle of the elbow to give the horse little more
freedom of the head and neck (Piliner et al., 2002).
The horse land on one front leg when this leg is moved quickly out the way to allow the hind limbs to
land (figure 8). This is important, otherwise the horse will hit its front leg. It is therefore important to
use tendon protectors. The other front leg will be placed before the other front leg so the horse will
keep its balance. The horse keeps its balance easier to raise its head and stretch its neck forward when
the rider allows the horse a little more space or when the horse is jumping without a rider. The hind
limbs are coming underneath the horse body and touch the ground one by one, so they will not touch
the ground the same time (Piliner et al., 2002).
Phase 5. The getaway after the landing
After the first front leg land on the ground, this leg will directly moved to allow the hind legs to land
as you can read above. The hind limbs power the horse forward to get their normal walking back
(figure 9) (Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 8: The landing whereby the horse will land
on one leg (Piliner et al., 2002).

Figure 9:The two hind limbs power the horse
forward to get its normal walk back (Piliner et
al., 2002).
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The ideal conformation to a biomechanical point view for jumping is as following:
 long, slim limbs
 a light and streamlined body;
 powerfull hindquarters;
 a light forehand;
 a well laid back shoulder and
 sound legs and feet.
The horse must have further a good jumping technique and has to
be careful.
Horses with a large head and forehand are difficult to form the
ideal jumping horse. They tend to take off and descend steeply and
land heavily (Piliner et al., 2002).
Qualities of a good jumping horse are;








Over the jump the head should be lowered, the withers
raised and the back rounded
The forelimbs should be tightly folded as pair. The horse
Figure 10: Letters A. tot K. showing all the
should not dangle a knee or foot
phases of a jump (Piliner et al., 2002).
The knee and forearm should be brought up higher than
the point of shoulder.
The hind limbs should also be folded as pair
The joints of the hind limbs should be able to open up so that the hindquarters can be flicked
up and over the fence.
A horse have to learn of its mistakes
A good approach by rider is very important to make a good jump (Pilliner et al., 2002).

Figure 10 and 11 show all the different phases in skeleton form and on made pictures during the
research.
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Figure 11: Different phases in a jump (Piliner et al.,
2002).
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Centre of gravity of the horse during the jump

A horse is balanced when its weight is spread equal over its centre of gravity. The centre of gravity in
a standing horse is located between the twelfth and thirteenth rib (figure 12). This located place is
almost exactly underneath the rider’s seat bones.
The centre of gravity varies for each horse this depends on the conformation and its bodyweight. Two
third of the bodyweight from a horse is carried on its forehand, because the centre of gravity lays
closer to the shoulder. This is why many horses tend to fall on their forehand (Piliner et al., 2002).
The position of the head and neck has great influence on the centre of gravity. The centre of gravity is
moving when the body of a horse moves. When a horse head and neck move lower, more weight will
be carried on the forehand of a horse; the centre of gravity move forward. When the head and neck are
raised, more weight will be carried on the hindquarters; this will move the centre of gravity
backwards. If a horse jumps fences, the centre of gravity is moving during the different phases of the
jump all the time. During the approach to the fence the head and neck of the horse lowers because
these are stretches forward. To raise the forehand the horse will raise the head and its neck, by this the
centre of gravity is moving backwards. After this raising the horse will stretch its neck forward to
prepare on the landing. When the landing finished the head will be raised again. The centre of gravity
will, what can be read above, moves continue (figure 13).
To have a good balancing horse during the jump, it’s important the rider is moving together with the
motions of the horse and the horse need enough freedom to jump (Piliner et al., 2002).
Good jumping horses don’t have the centre of gravity high above the fence. Horses with a high speed
have a lower centre of gravity, because these horses clear the jump horizontal. These horses will take
off earlier and will land further away behind the fence. Horses with a high centre of gravity are
jumping often higher above the fence and will land closer behind the fence. These horses jump more
vertically.

Figure 12: The centre of gravity
which is laid down between the
twelfth and thirteenth rib (drawings
into the picture personal done by
Morsch, 2007) (Piliner et al.,
2002).

Figure 13: Moving backwards of the
centre of gravity during the jump
(drawings into the picture personal
done by Morsch, 2007) (Piliner et
al., 2002).
.
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Somersault

A crushing injury is related to the rotation motion of the horse. That’s why in this chapter the meaning
of the somersault will be explained. There will be explained what a somersault contents, when will a
horse somersault, why will a horse somersault and what is the outcome of a somersault to horse and
rider?

§ 3.1

What is a somersault and when is there a change to make a somersault?

A somersault is a rotational motion of a horse when it is passing the fence. The show jumping sport
includes fixed and loose objects to fences. During the cross-country course will only used fixed
objects, at a show jumping course will used loose objects at fences.
The effects of the fixed and loose fences are different from each other. The loose bar(s) at fences
doesn’t bring much effect for horse and rider when the horse hits the bar or bars. The bar
falls on the ground and the horse will complete the jump. A fixed object at a fence does
have effect when the horse hit the fence. Those bars will not fall on the ground but stayed
fixed on the fence. The effect of hitting a bar will not always end in a fall or fatal fall. The
horse can just hit the bar very light, the horse will be inhibited during the jump, but it
doesn’t have a large effect on the jump. But when a horse hit the fixed object full, the
chance on a fall will be much bigger (figure 14).
It isn’t an option for the FEI to use only loose objects during eventing, because first of all al
the bars in eventing are made of naturally material which is very heavy to get from the
ground, the second reason the FEI doesn’t want eventing to be the same as show jumping.
A somersault can happen at every type of fence profile. It depends also on the approach to
the fence; when the approach isn’t good, there is more chance the horse will not complete
the jump well. Beside this speed is playing an important role to take a fence in a good way.
When a jump will be done without enough speed and the horse hits the fence at that
Figure 14: A
moment, there is a higher risk on a fatal accident. The rider stay longer in the saddle
somersaulting horse
when a horse haven’t enough speed. When a horse has enough speed, the rider will be
(Michael, 2007).
launch on the ground then. The rider without enough speed has a higher risk to fall and
have the horse coming on top of the rider. When the rider will be launch, it will probably land further
away than the horse, so there is a lower risk to get beneath the horse. The text above is written to a
personal interview with course designer S. Benson and technical advisor A. Griffiths (Benson and
Griffiths, Personal announcement, 2007).
A part can be indicated at the body of a horse, when a horse hit a fixed fence in the indicated body part
it will probably make a somersault. Earlier research showed that a landing angle of more than 90
degrees is considered to provide a crushing injury to horse and rider. This will happen exclusively
when a horse hits a fixed object between carpus and elbow; figure 15 illustrates the development of a
somersault (Starck and Starck, 2005) (British Eventing association, 2006e).

Figure 15: An almost
somersault(McMillan,
2007).
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Reference to a research from Murray, Singer, Morgan, Proudman and French, is proven that fences
with a landing into the water and combined variables of the angle and the spread of the fence could be
significant associated with the risk of horse falls. (the combined variable of the angle and the spread of
the fence were significantly associated with the risk of a horse fall). More risk falls for one-day events
were: fences requiring a take-off from water, a drop landing, rider's knowledge of their position before
the cross-country phase and if the rider received cross-country tuition. Three-day event risk factors:
participation in non-equestrian sports by the rider (Murray et al., 2004).

§ 3.2

Why will a horse somersault?

A horse will react on the body part where it will hit the fixed object at a fence. When a horse hit the
fixed object between the carpus and elbow, it will probably make a somersault. The horse is not able
to stop itself from making a somersault. As soon as the head of a horse is moving lower, the centre of
gravity will move forward. At this moment the most bodyweight will be carried on the front part of a
horse. The heavy weight on the front part will be decisive to make the somersault. The speed plays an
important role in the continuation of the somersault; the rotational hind legs and the rider who is
moving forward on the horse cause the somersault to continue. When a horse hits a fixed obstacle at
the fence underneath the body part between the carpus and elbow, the horse will be able to prevent a
somersault and will scrabble over the fence (figure 16). The rider stays in this case most of the time on
the horse.
Above the area the horse stays most of the time before the fence and will try to stop. The rider will,
depending on the speed and the way the rider is seated, stay in the saddle or will be thrown over the
fence (British Eventing Association, 2006f).

Figure 16: The horse will scrabble over the fence
when it reaches a fixed object below the knee and elbow (McMillan, 2007).

§ 3.3

Which outcome is there for a horse and rider after a somersault

When somersaults are happening, there could be a difference in injuries between a riders who are of
more weight or who have a very light weight. Heavy weight riders have more often more injuries, they
stay longer into the saddle because of the weight. A possible outcome is that most of the time their
horse falls on top of them after a somersault.
Light weighted riders are lighter and aren’t staying very long into the saddle; they will be launched out
of the saddle. When this happens there is a chance that they are landing away from their horse, so their
horse will not land on top of the rider (Benson, personal announcement, 2007). There have been riders
with head- and breast injuries who died because of these injuries when they came underneath their
horse by a somersault.
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Fences

It is important to know how far fences are playing a role when people are trying to reduce the fatal
accidents. Since the time there are happening accidents in eventing, people are trying to reduce and
prevent accidents. So there are many things changed since eventing started. In this chapter the fence
changes and the positive effect of these changes are described.

§ 4.1

Which improvements are taken in the sport to make is saver?

A lot of reports have been presented by equestrian federations. The manner to think has changed the
past few years by the meaning of S. Benson and A. Griffiths. In the beginning the horses just had to
jump the fence, but today the horses are playing an important role in the thinking. The course has to be
clear for the horse, with not many surprising acts. Fence materials are adapted and in the course there
will be build correct fences. These fences contents more wooden colours which shows the fences more
naturally. The fences are build rounder. The changes are done, so the horses do not come across
surprises in the course. The horses have to be alerted for the fences in front of them, so they can assess
the distance to the fence (Benson, Personal announcement, 2007).
Before the event will start and the course could be ridden, the whole course will be checked whit the
course designer and a technical advisor. All obstacles will be checked and discussed if they are build
correctly (Griffiths, Personal announcement, 2007).
There is another difference over the years. After the course the riders could give their comment to the
officials who will pass these comments or advises to the course designer and technical advisor. This
way is an option to discuss the ridden course, and to take advises to another events (Benson Personal
announcement, 2007).
It is common practice to put a groundline before the obstacle. Course designers are able to take the
possibility to put groundlines before the fences. It is not compulsory to put those groundlines before
the fence, because there is no evidence a groundline really helps the horse and prevent horse falls. The
effect of a groundline is, a horse could make a better estimation about the distance to the fence and
could make a better approach. The surprising effect is less with a groundline (Benson, Personal
announcement, 2007).
The FEI believes that a certain level of difficulty must be carried. The opinion of the FEI is that the
horses have to complete the course also without groundline as well. During an event, all fences and
injuries will be analysed by the organisation. If problems and injuries do not occur at fences without a
groundline, the FEI doesn’t seem it necessary to put a groundline before the obstacle (Benson,
Personal announcement, 2007).
Since a few years, TRL (Transport Research Laboratory) designed a Pin construction. The final design
and the manufacture of the pin have been carried out by Barries International Ltd. This pin contents
that the fixed bars will attach the pins inside the bar. When there’s pushing a large weight on the upper
part of the bar, the pin will break and the bar will fall (figure 17) (Starck and Starck, 2005).

Figure 17: The Pin-construction at a
fence(British Eventing Association,
2006d).
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What are the results of those measurements?

All changes over the past few years has definitely a positive effect on the safety in eventing sport.
There’s more safety than before. Also the horses are trained much better, but this will also included
that the sport is asking more and more from the horses. It is very important requirements are
established to be part of the sport. Also the organisations of events have to get requirements
established from the equestrian federations to build a correct course.
The FEI report which is shown in appendix 5 and 6, show the total of horse falls, has decreased the
past few years. The total of members in eventing, which is also shown in the appendix, increased
every year till now. This means the safety of the sport has to be continued (FEI, 2007a).
It is very good the course will be checked by another person, the technical advisor. It’s good to have
another pair of eyes who are checking the fences. Faults will be discovered earlier and can be
prevented (Benson and Griffiths, Personal announcement, 2007).

§ 4.3

The outcome of the pin-construction

The precise failure strength to allow the bar to drop, thereby stopping the horse from rotating or
somersaulting. This means the horse can hit the bar fairly hard without the fence collapsing and still
keep its footing, but if the critical load is reached, the pin would fail with the potential of minimizing
risk of injury to both horse and rider (British Eventing Association, 2006f).
So the pin will break when weight is pushing on the upper part of the bar and the bar will fall on the
ground. But when a heavy weight will push to the sideway of the bar, the pin will not break and the
bar will not fall on the ground. But when a horse pushing to the sideway it will probably not make a
somersault (Benson, Personal announcement, 2007).
A small team of British eventing course designers have tested the system during the eventing season in
2002 at thirteen British eventing from Training to Advanced; and fourteen FEI events across three
continents. The pin had broken twice during the eventing season in the year 2002.
The first break was at Weston Park Prelim at the first bar of a bar -ditch-bar combination:
“The horse took off from a standstill. Momentum carried the horse over the fence to the critical
position of downward pressure on the bar. The pin sheared at the point when downward
pressure reached the pre-determined maximum. The rider was thrown free; horse was restricted
to take-off side of the fence. The horse walked away uninjured. Fence repair crew replaced the
pin in under 1.5 minutes and the course was not held. The horse and rider were fit to continue,
but were awarded the appropriate penalties and compulsory retirement” (Starck and Starck, 2005)

Figure 18: A stopping somersault by the pin construction (British Eventing Association, 2006c) (appendix

11).
The second break was at Boekelo CCI***:
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“A tired horse failed to make the back bar of an oxer. Both pins broke and both horse and rider
escaped unharmed from an incident that eye-witness accounts suggested would have resulted in
significant injury has the pins not been in use” (Starck and Starck, 2005).
It is not possible to attach the pin construction on every type of fence (appendix 13 and 14 will show
on which fences the pin construction can be attached), but till now this construction helps to prevent
somersaults. Still there are happening somersaults with this pin construction. This research isn’t so far
to look already at different type of fence profiles, so there should be done a recommended research
pointed especially to this subject. By this it is possible to find perhaps a cause of the fatal falls (Starck
and Starck, 2005).
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Research

This chapter will describe and explain the fieldwork. As well as the explanation will be also the
defining of the research, the method, the used material and the data analysing described.

§ 5.1

Introduction research

The fieldwork lead to make a hypothesis, namely; “There is an unsafe zone in front of a fence, which
unables a hors to jump the fence with its knees high enough to clear the fence at a certain speed”.
The aim of the fieldwork is to demonstrate the effective jumping distance of the horse when it is
forced to jump the fence at certain distances of groundlines. This method shows the differences
between certain distances and different heights of fences when horses jump the fences.
The fieldwork is especially focussed on the distance horses need to clear the jump. The approach to
the fence will be decided by the rider of the horse. Just before the fence the horse will decide the last
few strides by itself (this is similar to humans. People will decide the last strides before a jump
exactly). When a horse is starting to jump the fence, the carpus will be at a certain moment above the
first bar. The space between the carpus and the bar is needed to clear the fence successfully otherwise
the legs are hitting the bar. This space is different at each jump also when the height of a fence will
change, this space could be different.
The distance which a horse chooses to jump before the fence to clear that fence successful is a
specified point. Figure 19 shows the sight of horses approaching the fence. In the figure can be seen
the way which should clear the fence in different steps. The distance before the fence (figure 19, nr. 2)
and the space between the fence and the carpus (figure 19, nr. 3 begins at the stipple line to the orange
point under nr. 3) is good to see in this figure.

Figure 19: The sight capacity of a horse during the approach to a fence (sight of the horse, 2007).

It’s important to measure the effect of distances compared to the height of the fence. There is a chance
there could be a correlation between the two measurements which could have any effects on the
further clearance of the jump. An example; a groundline lying closer to the fence could have the
effect; the horse has more space above the fence in comparing to a groundline which is lying further
away. The statistic analysis will be used to analyse data. There could be find solutions to prevent
somersaults easier by having the statistic results. this means the effect to clear a fence has been
searched and the results are there already.
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Define the research

The fieldwork is defined clear. It isn’t possible to do a fieldwork with the best jumping horses of the
country or even better the best jumping horses of the world when the period for the fieldwork is only
twenty weeks. There are factors which are playing an important role during the carry out of a
fieldwork. It’s too difficult to draw a good conclusion and perform specific fieldwork when there are
too many factors during a fieldwork.
This is the reason why some factors aren’t taken along the fieldwork. The riding level of the riders is
an example of one of these factors. The riding level isn’t the same to the best riding level with the best
horses, but this is not a problem. During competitions not only the best riders with their best horses
wants to joy events, there are a lot of recreation riders which have a very different level of riding. So
the fieldwork is done to show the way of riding in practice.
Beside this the riders has not all the same age and looking to the age not the same experience. This
could be feed back to the text above.
Influences of riding soil, weather (which were very good during the fieldwork) different type of
fences, environment and speed of the horse weren’t taken during the fieldwork. The influences of
these factors were already searched in several researches.
Confidence is a definition which is difficult to explain and to measure, so this factor was not measured
during the research. To measure confidence a whole research can be done only about the definition
confidence, when is a horse confidence? So therefore this definition wasn’t taken into the fieldwork.
Accuracy is one of the definitions that is very difficult to define. The reason accuracy wasn’t taken
into account is almost the same reason as confidence: it is a difficult definition to describe. Therefore
it will cost too much time finding a proper definition for a factor that is not considered the most
important in this research.
The approach is taken into the fieldwork, because this has to be the same for each rider.

§ 5.3

Place of performance

The fieldwork is done on the research institute Mont Le Soie (MLS) in
Vielsalm in Belgium (figure 20 and 21). The fieldwork is done by the help
of people (most of them are veterinary) from the research institute and
people of the veterinary university in Liege. The research institute has
made it possible to use materials and space on the institute to do and finish
the fieldwork (appendix 2). The material that was needed to do the
fieldwork were: the twenty one riders and individual horses, video-material
and computer programs to do the measurements. The fieldwork is done on
the outdoor arena of the institute.
Figure 20: View of Mont Le Soie

Figure 21: Outdoor arena of
MLS
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Materials and methods

This paragraph will describe the method of performance of the fieldwork. First of all, all general steps
will be explained. In this chapter will be spoken about phase 1 and phase 2, these phases are not
related or the same phases as the phases in chapter two.
Twenty one riders and horses have jumped an oxer fence four times with groundlines on different
distances. Because the horses aren’t from the same height, the riders with their horses were splits in
three groups of seven horses, rider combinations. Group 1 and group 2 have jumped the fence on a
height of 80 centimetres at respectively for the first to fourth jump a groundline placed at 10 cm
(distance 1), 20 cm (distance 2), 50 cm (distance 3) and 80 cm (distance 4). Group three were the
biggest horses; they jumped the fence on a height of 90 centimetres at respectively for the first to
fourth jump a groundline placed at 10 cm (distance 1), 30 cm (distance 2), 60 cm (distance 3) and 90
cm (distance 4). The first distance actually corresponds to no groundline and the last distance is equal
the height of the fence. The two distances between the first and fourth groundline were taken
involuntary.
The horses of group 1 and 2 jumped the first jump, so the groundline was lying on a distance of 10 cm,
over a fence of 75 cm. The second jump the fence was raised to 80 cm. Group 3 have jumped the fence
just from the first jump on a height of 90 cm. Each group finished the four jumps first before the next
group started.
The jumps were filmed by a digital camera (Sony Digital Handycamera DCR-VX 2000E) on a tripod,
so all the pictures at every jump were taken in exactly the same way. There are no environmental and
weather influences during the film. Processing the film consisted of a selection of two pictures of each
horse during each jump. The first picture, further on referred as phase 1, is taken when the carpus is
just behind the first bars above the fence. The second picture, phase 2, is taken when the horse is all
above the fence during the airborne phase with the front and back part of the horse symmetrically
positioned over the fence (figure 23).
Figure 22 show the entire picture series of all the distances jumped by each individual horse.

Figure 22: The series jumps which every horse have jumped for the fieldwork whit the different distances of groundlines
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The horses were numbered from one to twenty one. All the pictures were encoded to prevent
misconceptions. The jump with the groundline on 10 centimetres was called jump 1, on 20 centimetres
was called jump 2 etcetera. Because there were taken two pictures (phase 1 and phase 2) of each jump
phase 1 will be called A and phase 2 will be called B. This way a series of pictures of each horse will
form; Horse 1, 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A and 4B. A total of 168 (21x8) pictures were analysed
(appendix 8).

Figure 23: phase 1 and phase 2.

Pictures were processed and measurements made using the computer program Image as described in
the appended excel document (appendix 10 and 11). The different measurements are listed and
described below and in appendix 9.
General measurements;
 Height of the fence in centimetres
 Distance of the fence to the groundline in centimetres
 Distance of the fence to the take off point in centimetres
 Distance of the groundline to the take off point in centimetres
Phase 1 Take off;
 The height of the carpus to the highest bar of the fence in centimetres
 The angle between the carpus and the ground in degrees
 The height of the carpus to the ground in centimetres
Phase 2 during the airborne phase;
 The angle between the carpus and the hock in degrees
 Distance of the carpus to the hock in centimetres
 Distance of the carpus to the ground in centimetres
 Distance of the hock to the ground in centimetres
The height of the fence during all jumps is measured only at the first jump, because this height stays
the same at all the jumps.
The groundline distances are only measured at a new distance, because between the next distances,
this distance will stay the same for each jump and doesn’t have to be measured again.
The next determinations are important to the research, because every horse has to do the same method.
 The measuring from the carpus, were measured from the middle of the carpus.
 The measuring from the take off leg is measured from the middle of the feet.
 The measuring from and to the groundline are measured from or to the middle of the
groundline.
 The measuring from and to the fence are measured in the middle of the bar.
 The angle from the carpus to the ground, is measured to the middle of the feet on the ground.
 When the take off leg was already into the air on the picture, the take off point was extended
to probably the take off point on the ground.
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§ 5.5

The measurement which is based on the height for example the carpus, the hock or the fence
were extended to the bottom of the picture. This is done because the camera was standing on a
tripod; which made the bottom of the picture into a fixed point of each jump.
The height of the fence is measured to the upper of the highest bar.
The height of the angle of the carpus to the hock is measured on the highest point of the hock.
In phase 1 the space to the fence is always measured from the lowest leg (this is important
when a horse will not jump with both legs similar).
The distance from the fence or groundline, to the hind limbs is measured to the take off leg.

Measurements

The observed measurement from the pictures were made by the help of the computer program; Image.
Into the picture there could be measured distances and heights. The measure units in the program are
pixels. The pictures were opened in the total format from 640 x 480 pixels. The table’s 1 and 2 will
compare centimetres to pixels.
Table 1: Centimetres compared to pixels of group 1 and group 2

Height fence (80 cm)

Distance 1
Distance 2
Distance 3
Distance 4

Groundline on 10 cm
Groundline on 20 cm
Groundline on 50 cm
Groundline on 80 cm

37 pixels
54 pixels
78 pixels
103 pixels

Groundline on 10 cm
Groundline on 30 cm
Groundline on 60 cm
Groundline on 90 cm

37 pixels
60 pixels
82 pixels
119 pixels

Table 2: Centimetres compared to pixels of group 3

Hoogte hindernis (90 cm)

Distance 1
Distance 2
Distance 3
Distance 4

All data is described in the program Excel, were after all statistic analysis could be done.

Statistical analysis
These data were statistically analysed using an ANOVA 2 procedure in order to identify an effect of
the horse and an effect of the groundline on each jump of the horse. An LSD Fischers test was then
used to compare means each of the measurements in order to compare means at each of the four
groundline distances.
A value is significant when the P-value is 0,05 or smaller.
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Research results

This paragraph will show the findings and results from the statistic analysis. First of all will be
described all the measurements from phase 1. After the results which are given by enclosed graphics
conclusions will be described. The same will be done for phase 2. After the two phases a summary of
the results is made. At each measurement a small picture above the graphic show a line into the picture
of the measurement.

§ 6.1

Analysis of measurements taken during Phase 1

These measurements were taken when the horse had the front knee above the first bar of the oxer
fence. The graphics are showing all the measurements for each individual horse and each distance
from the groundline. The standard deviation of all four distances in the graphic shows the lowest
distance and the highest distance. The points in the middle of the standard deviation are the averages
of all the individual measurements.
The numbers in the table under the graphic are in the left column the four distances which are
compared with the averages from all the four lines in the graphic. Statistical significance was set at
p<0.05 (they have another colour in the table).
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1. Distance fence to hind feet
This distance has been taken between the fence and the position of the hind limb (mid-foot)
at jump off. Figure 24 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 3 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Lambda Wilk =,00551, F(15, 154,99)=57,644, p=0,0000
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
190
180
Dist_obst_post

170

Fence to
hind limb

160
150
140
130
120
110
1

Figure 24:
Statistical graphic
comparing the
distance from fence
to hind limb with the
distances from the
groundline






2

3

4

Distance
Table 3: Statistic data from graphic figure 24
Test LSD ; variable Dist_obst_post (données_grpe1.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 698,68, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
154,81
140,67
161,14
155,00
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,088094 0,440560 0,981448
2
2 0,088094
0,014781 0,083998
3 0,440560 0,014781
3
0,454362
4
4 0,981448 0,083998 0,454362

There is a statistical significant difference between the second and third position of the
groundline. The horse takes the jump off clearly closer to the fence with the second position
than in the third position.
When the groundline is put further away, the position of the jump of pulls back evenly and the
position of the jump of becomes correct again.
There is no statistical significant difference between the first, third and fourth distance of the
groundline. The horse takes a similar approach to the fence with the third, fourth and the first
distance of the groundline.
The standard deviation of the position of the hind limb at take of compared to the fence is
almost similar between the third and first position. The groundline distance does not decrease
the important variation in jumping technique observed within this group of horses (the horses
of distance 1 and distance 3).
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2. Height of the caprus (front knees) above the first bar
These measurements have been taken between the first oxer bar and the carpus of the horse.
Figure 25 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 4 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Lambda Wilk =,00551, F(15, 154,99)=57,644, p=0,0000
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
65

Height of
the carpus
above the
first fence
bar

Haut_genou_vs_obst

60
55
50
45
40
35
30
1
Figure 25:
Statistical graphic
comparing the
height of the carpus
above the first fence
bar with the four
groundline distances

2

3

4

Distance
Table 4: Statistic data from figure 25
Test LSD ; variable Haut_genou_vs_obst (données_grpe1.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 222,50, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
48,238
39,048
48,381
45,000
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,050424 0,975346 0,484511
2
2 0,050424
0,047058 0,200946
3 0,975346 0,047058
3
0,465529
4
4 0,484511 0,200946 0,465529

There is a statistical significant difference between the second and third groundline distance, and a
nearly significant difference between the first and second distance (P 0.0504).
There is very little difference between the average of the first distance and the third, the horse
seems to jump in a similar manner at these two distances.
With the second distance the height of the carpus above the fence is much lower.
There can be observed that the second groundline distance tends to bring the horse closer to the
fence when jumping off and to decrease the height of the carpus above the fence. This tendency is
then corrected when the groundline is placed further from the fence (third position) in a way that
no difference is observed between this distance and the first distance (no groundline).
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3. Distance between hind limb (mid-foot) and groundline
This distance has been measured between the groundline and the mid-foot region of the hind limb
when jumping of. Figure 26 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 5 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Lambda Wilk =,00551, F(15, 154,99)=57,644, p=0,0000
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
160
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Figure 26:
Statistical graphic
comparing the
distance between
hind limb and
groundline with the
four groundline
distances

2

3

4

Distance
Table 5: Statistic data from figure 26
Test LSD ; variable Dist_appel_post (données_grpe1.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 770,47, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
117,81
84,667
81,810
46,667
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,000272 0,000089 0,000000
2
2 0,000272
0,739889 0,000040
3
3 0,000089 0,739889
0,000125
4
4 0,000000 0,000040 0,000125

Regardless of the second to the third position there is a significant difference between each
position of the groundline, according to this measurement. The more the distance from the fence to
the groundline increases, the more the position of the hind limbs to the groundline decreases.




The distance between the hind limbs and the groundline decreases between the first and
the second position of the groundline. The groundline gets further away from the fence
whilst there can be observed that the horse gets closer to it (confer analyse 1. Distance
fence to hind feet).
This distance then stays similar between the second and the third distance. This shows that
the third distance of the groundline pushes the jump of distance of the horse away from
the fence and shows that the horse and rider focuses on this point to calculate his jump.
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In the fourth position, the hind limbs get closer to the groundline (significant) but also to
the fence itself (non-significant). The fourth distance does not seem to be optimal for the
horse when approaching the fence, probably because it is located to far away from it.

4. Angle of the horse at take of
This angle is the angle formed by the horse when it passes the fence with the knees (carpus) over
the fence. This angle has been measured by taking the line formed by the carpus of the horse and
the mid-feet region of the hind limb (take of point) compared to the horizontal line. Figure 27
shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 6 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Lambda Wilk =,00551, F(15, 154,99)=57,644, p=0,0000
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
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Figure 27:
Statistical graphic
comparing angle of
the horse at take off
with the four
groundline distances

2
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Distance
Table 6: Statistic data from figure 27
Test LSD ; variable AngleBattue (données_grpe1.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 11,504, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
38,483
40,012
37,892
38,718
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,149164 0,574468 0,823299
2
2 0,149164
0,047236 0,220918
3
3 0,574468 0,047236
0,433301
4 0,823299 0,220918 0,433301
4

There is a significant difference between the second and the third position of the groundline. The
horse is significantly closer to the fence with the second distance than with the third distance.
However this increase in angle at the second distance is not enough to higher the knees there as
they stay lower than in the first and third position of the groundline.
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Analysis of measurements taken during Phase 2

The measurements are taken when the horse is positioned above the fence.
1. Angle of the horse above the fence compared to the horizontal
This angle has been measured by taking the line formed by the carpus and to hock compared to the
horizontal. Figure 28 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 7 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Effet courant : F(3, 60)=,55661, p=,64572
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
9
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7
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0
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Figure 28:
Statistical graphic
comparing angle of
the horse above the
fence compared to
the horizontal with
the four groundline
distances

Table 7: Statistic data from figure 28
Test LSD ; variable angle (données_grpe2.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 15,284, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
5,3181
5,1671
4,5971
3,9162
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,900850 0,552385 0,249854
2
2 0,900850
0,638327 0,303970
3 0,552385 0,638327
0,574585
3
4
4 0,249854 0,303970 0,574585

We observe a non significant linear tendency showing that the angle of the horse tends to be more
horizontal with the increase of the distance of the groundline.
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2.

Height of the carpus when the horse passes the fence

This height has been measured between the carpus and the bottom of the ground on the image.
Figure 29 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 8 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Effet courant : F(3, 60)=,26295, p=,85181
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
248
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Figure 29:
Statistical graphic
comparing height of
the carpus when the
horse passes the
fence with the four
groundline distances

2
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Distance
Table 8: Statistic data from figure 29
Test LSD ; variable Genou-sol (données_grpe2.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 41,833, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
236,90
235,48
237,05
236,76
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,476948 0,943182 0,943182
2
2 0,476948
0,434218 0,521942
3
3 0,943182 0,434218
0,886658
4
4 0,943182 0,521942 0,886658

No significant differences have been observed for this measurement.
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3. Height of the hocks when the horse passes the fence
This measurement has been taken between the hock and the bottom of the ground on the image.
Figure 30 shows the graphic of the statistical data of table 9 displayed by a line.

Distance; Moy. Pondérées
Effet courant : F(3, 60)=,76639, p=,51736
Décomposition efficace de l'hypothèse
Les barres verticales représentent les intervalles de confiance à 0,95
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Figure 30:
Statistical graphic
comparing height of
the hocks when the
horse passes the
fence with the four
groundline distances
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Table 9: Statistic data from figure 30
Test LSD ; variable Jarret-sol (données_grpe2.sta)
Probabilités des Tests Post-Hoc
Erreur : MC Inter = 182,78, dl = 60,000
Distance
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
215,90
216,24
218,90
221,43
N°Cellu.
1
1
0,936588 0,474908 0,190543
2
2 0,936588
0,525161 0,218319
3
3 0,474908 0,525161
0,547523
4
4 0,190543 0,218319 0,547523

We can observe a non-significant linear tendency suggesting that the height of the hind limbs
increase together with the increase of groundline distance.
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Summary results of the fieldwork

Conclusion phase 1
Following interesting points are observed and described here;
 a more ideal positioning of a groundline can be observed (distance 3) in which a horse takes a
jump of similar to a fence without groundline (distance 1).
 There is observed that the groundline, when more ideally positioned (distance 3) does not
force the horse to jump higher above the fence (compared to position 1).
 Another thing which is observed that, when a groundline is positioned close (distance 2) to a
fence the horse and rider will be forced to misjudge his approach to the fence. The horse and
rider comes closer to the fence to take the jump off, has to raise more upright and jumps the
fence with a lower knee height than at the other distances (significant difference between the
second and the third distance and nearly significant between the first and second distance).
 There are no significant differences observed between the standard deviations of each
position. The groundline which is placed does not seem to influence, or reduce the variation in
distance of take off, of each individual horse.
Conclusions Phase 2
 No significant influence is observed regarding the distance of the groundline to the fence on
the measurements in phase 2.
 However observed a linear tendency (non-significant) on the height of the hind limbs when
the horse is on top of the fence. They tend to be higher where as the position of the carpus
does not change.
 There is also observed a linear tendency (non-significant) showing that the horse tends to be
more horizontal when on top of the fence the increase in distance of the groundline. This
tendency could be explained by a higher position of the hind limbs while the position of the
front limbs does not seem to be modified here by the distance of the groundline. Taking into
account that the increase of groundline distance creates no tendency to increase the jump of
distance from the fence. The geometrical parabola of the jump is not capable of explaining the
variation of horizontality of the horse in phase 2.
General conclusions
 First there’s observed that all horses have been jumped the fences. No refusals, no fallen bars
nor riders or horses been observed. The different distances of the groundline did not stop these
horses to jump the fence.
 As thought an effect of the horse is present on all the taken measurements. The sizes of the
horses and qualities of the horses in this experiment being much varied.
 The presence of a ground line allows an increase of the height of the knees above the fence.
 The groundline does not decrease the standard deviations observed for each distance.
Suggesting that a groundline has no impact on the different approaches which horses have
when jumping a fence.
 A groundline placed on the second distance is misleading the horse or rider. It tends to make
the horse or rider misjudge the fence. It is observed that the horse regulates its distance of
approach to the fence by taking the groundline as reference mark. It cannot be said this zone is
too close to the fence, because distance 1, which is actually no groundline, lay closer to the
fence and was completed good.
 Observed a linear non significant tendency to increase the height of the hind limbs and so the
horizontality of the horse when the horse is on top of the fence.
 These preliminary results show some interesting points which should be confirmed on larger
scale. It would be very interesting to repeat these jumps several times with each horse (and
randomise) so the variations would be reduced and observations made could be more precise.
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Recommended research

It is important to continue the research to somersault of horses. This paragraph describes how a similar
recommended research could be done.
The points that are important to think about are:








The research should be done with a bigger group of riders and horses. So there are more
measurements which could make the research more specific.
The horses should be more from the same sizes and if it’s possible choose horses together in
the same group which have the same level of riding.
Choose more different heights of fence and more distances of groundlines.
Don’t let the horses jump the different distances in order from one to four, but choose for a
random order. So the horses has pay attention to the rider each fence they will jump.
Use 3D material to get very specific research material.
Use a more precise camera than a Sony Digital Handycamera DCR-VX 2000E.
Use reflecting elements which could be fixed on the horse- and rider body. So there can be
measured fixed points.

By the help of this similar research, there could be determined a zone which could be an unsafe zone.
There should be made a mathematical model, which could be tested on the horses in real after this
model is developed. It would be very good when this model can be tested or compared with fatal
accidents. In this way it could be known if the horses that have fatal accidents, were in an unsafe zone.
If this is not the case, the cause must be find somewhere else. In the implementation recommendation
will be described on which subjects there should be a recommended research.
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Discussion
This discussion will describe critical results about the research methods and material. They will be
described how these are done and how these will be done in a recommended research. To improve the
next research.
The moment the fieldwork started, a group of twenty one riders and horses was present at the research
institute Mont Le Soie and was able to join the fieldwork. For a recommended research it would be
better to do a research with more riders and horses. So there are more measurements which will show
differences easier.
The riders have an age group which is between twelve and sixteen years old. It’s not necessary to
make a difference between the age, because this fieldwork isn’t pointed on the level of rider and horse.
A recommended research could be done with riders of more the same age. If it is possible to choose
for that. People with the same age have also most of the time more of the same experience.
A difference has been made between the height of the horses, because they weren’t all from the same
height. It wasn’t possible within the time frame of the fieldwork to select horses from a big group of
horses which would be part of the fieldwork. This is the reason why no difference is made in height of
the horses. During the statistical test no difference was made between the three groups of riders and
horses. An individual statistical test of all the three groups is made to see if there are any significant
differences between the groups. There were no significant differences which could have any
influences on the measurement of the groups, so this means all the groups could be tested statistical
together.
Two fences on different heights were used for the fieldwork, because the horses weren’t from the same
height which could be read above this paragraph. The horses are numbered from one to twenty one.
The first two groups have jumped the first fence with a height of 75 centimetres and the second, third
and fourth on a height of 80 centimetres. The meaning of the raise of the fence is because there was
discovered that the fence was to easy to jump. Group 3 have jumped the fence over only 90
centimetres. The higher horses have jumped a higher fence, to keep the level for all horses the same.
The choice for heights of 80 and 90 centimetres is for a fence which is of average difficulty. These
differences in height have no further influence on the measurements.
For a reference fieldwork it would be good to choose more heights and distances from the ground
lines, because this will give more and more specific measurements. It would be also good to test the
limits of a horse.
The ground lines were chosen on two distances, namely the first and the fourth distance. The first
distance is actually no groundline, the fourth distance is the same distance as the height of the fence.
The other two distances are chosen between distance one and four. For the reference fieldwork it
would be good to choose more distances between, because also hereby the measurements are more
specific.
It wasn’t possible to do this fieldwork with the very best jumping horses from the country of the
world, because the fieldwork was depending on time and measurement there was available. Besides it
wasn’t the level of the rider and horse what would be measured, but other measuring, so this doesn’t
have an influence on the fieldwork. This fieldwork deals with issues related to eventing. In eventing,
not only the best riders and horses will be part of the events, but also many recreation riders. So the
fieldwork is done to show how things go in practice. The fieldwork is done by specifics course of
actions and measurements, which for every course of action used the same principle. The fieldwork is
reliable through this.
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General conclusion
This chapter will give a conclusion about the project which tried to find causes for somersaults of
horses. The answers about the main question and sub questions will be described in this chapter.
The aim of this research is to try to reduce somersaults of horses by finding causes of somersaults. At
least to make a start with a reasearch which has to reduce somersaults.
The main reason why somersaults are fatal accidents is because the horse is making a rotation which
will trow the rider out of the saddle and will land on the ground. Because of the rider will be trowned
out of the saddle it will reach the ground earlier than the horse, which can result in a horse who is
landing on top of the rider. The most riders who has had a somersault died of the very bad head and
chest injuries.
A jump has different phases. Some phases could have influences on dangerous phases of a jump.
There are phases which could raise the risk to a somersault. These phases are called the approach to
the fence and the take off phase. The approach is very important to measure the last strides to a fence.
If a horse misjudge this approach, the horse cannot clear the fence easy and in the right way. So the
risk of hitting a fixed object to the fence is higher when the approach to a fence isn’t optimal. The take
off phase is very important, because during this phase a somersault could happen.
Also the centre of gravity is playing an important role during a jump. Because the centre of gravity
will demonstrate the balance of a horse. A horse has to be in balance during a jump. If a horse isn’t
balanced during a jump, one fault could be enough to raise the risks on a horsefall eventough the
chance the rider will be trowned out of the saddle, is very high when a horse will fall which could
result in injuries.
The presence of a groundline allows the increase of the height of the knees above the fence. A
groundline placed close to the fence (the second distance during the fieldwork) is misleading the horse
or rider. It tends to make the horse or rider misjudge the fence. It is observed that the horse regulates
its distance of approach to the fence by taking the groundline as reference mark. When this groundline
is positioned close to the fence the horse takes the jump off close to the fence, has to raise more
upright and jumps the fence with a lower knee height; this could result in hitting a fixed object.
The first, third and fourth distance doesn’t seem to have a large risk to clear the fence successfully.
Distance 2 could be possibly an unsafe zone references to the fieldwork what’s done during this
project. It cannot be said this zone is too close to the fence, because distance 1, which is actually no
groundline, lay closer to the fence and was completed good.
The different approaches of the horse to the fence when faced by a groundline at a close distance of
the fence or simply by a fence without groundline which could bring the horse close to the fence,
enables the horse to increase the carpus height and forces it to increase the raising upright in a
timescale which is close to the fence could play a role in the establishment of somersault.
Speed balance and confidence with which the horse approaches the fence are probably of crucial
importance will the horse be able to correct his mistake in time.
A somersault will happen when a horse will hit a fixed object in a certain zone of the horse body,
during the jump. The horse will rotate over the fence whereby the rider will be thrown out of the
saddle. The horse isn’t able during a somersault to correct itself, because the heavy weight of the horse
is playing an important role in completing a somersault. When the horse will hit the fixed object
between its knee and elbow it will probably make a somersault when will be looked to the theory from
chapter three, shows the body part when a horse is able to correct itself. This conclusion was prompted
after a lot of research. This has to be checked in another research which is described in the
recommended research chapter.
Solution exist to prevent somersaults. The pin construction is a good example of such a solution. As
was shown in this thesis, this pin construction has reduced somersaults.
Because there are still fatal accidents, this solution is not sufficient to prevent all somersaults. So also
on this subject is research necessary.
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Implementation recommendation
It should be very good to do a recommended research on an unsafe zone in front of the fence and a
more specific research to different type of fence profiles.
What are the effects of fences and which type of fence profiles were used when somersaults occurred?
If this could be recovered and compared with each somersault, maybe there are similar results. These
results could help by searching for the cause of somersaults. So therefore should be searched more
information about the fatal accidents and fences which are already happened.
Not only the type of fence profiles should be searched, also (as described in the recommended
research) the take off zone’s. There should be developed a mathematical model of a jumping horse
which would show the perfect or good way to jump. This way the unsafe zone could be discovered
more. The research of this project shown a possible unsafe zone (distance 2) which would be searched
more precise also, the same as the other distance zone’s. This could lead to more knowledge in case of
the somersaults. After this model is made, it has to be tested in practice, to see if the model is not only
working mathematically.
Also the place on the body part of a horse should be searched in comparing with hitting fixed objects.
What influences has this body part on the rotation of horses.
It is important for eventing to learn from experiences. This means, learn from the accidents and unsafe
circumstances which are already happened. Just to try to prevent these happenings in the future. Riders
can be a great part of this, they are the people who are part of the sport, so they know the possible
dangerous approaches and fences. Their knowledge of the sport is needed to make the sport safer. The
sport has changed already, but this change has to carry on to reach more safety in the sport.
It would be good to check the requirements of eventing which are made by the FEI. Because it could
be, the requirements are too low to join eventing which will result in accidents and injuries because the
riders are too inexperienced. It is good to check requirements several times.
A recommended research will cost a lot of time, how earlier a similar research will be done the better.
Because still, till today somersaults are still happening. It would be a very good start for the FEI to be
a part of these recommended researches, because the FEI already started a committee for safety in
eventing.
I, as writer of this report, think by the help of the FEI, accidents during eventing could be reduced.
This would contribute eventing very much.
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Background thesis
The project ‘Somersault of horses’ is carried out as a thesis for the college Van Hall Larenstein in
Wageningen.
The winding up phase of training is started in the last year on Van Hall Larenstein. The students has to
do their final project: their thesis. The thesis is a task to do, describe and present independently a
research which is about a problem in practice. The task will be done in the way which is accessible
and give insight to outsiders.
The student has to find a task by itself, makes a working plan, do a research an describes this to an
implementation recommendation. About this the thesis will be described, findings and results will be
presented in a colloquium. The whole research will be defended during the colloquium (Van Hall
Larenstein, 2006).
This project is done for a company which is related to the equestrian sector. The project is done for the
university Aachen School of Course Design in Aachen (Germany). This university gives students the
ability to do an education were building and developing of courses are central. The students get a wide
program were horses are central pointed. The university is connected to the FEI (Federation Equestre
Internationale).
The founder of this university is also professor Arno Gego, who is contacted to originate this thesis
(Gego, 2007b).
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Project organisation
Manon Morsch;

Project leader
Performer of the project
Responsible for final products

Marcel van Oijen;

Intern supervisor
Van Hall Larenstein

Alain Storme;

Principal
Extern supervisor

Martine van Tilburg;

Intern supervisor
Van Hall Larenstein

AACHEN SCHOOL OF COURSE DESIGN – ASCD ®

Figure 1: Logo ASCD

Aachen School of Course Design, is to recognise to the logo (figure 1), the university is founded to
acquire more scientific knowledge. As many sports also the disciplines of horse riding needs more
scientific knowledge. In this this case its going about:
 The history and development of the horse sport
 Training methods for horse and rider
 Protecting and welfare of the horse
 Increasing the level of horse sport in generally
 Increasing of safety for horse and rider
 Increasing the inviting to join the jumping sport
 And to promote a university for the sport (Gego, 2007b)
Aachen School of Course Design is founded in the beginning of the year 2004 by three worldwide
recognised course designers (showed in table 1);
 Prof. dr. Arno Gego, mechanical engineer and course designer from Aachen and technical
delegated on more Olympic games.
 Leopoldo Palacios, Build engineer from Carcas, Venezuela and course chef during the
Olympic games of Sydney in
 Olaf Petersen sr., university graduate and employer of Munchen, course builder in Seoul in
1988 and Athens (Stuppi, 2005).
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Table 1: founders Aachen School of Course Design (Gego, 2004)

Arno Gego

Leopoldo Palacios

Olaf Petersen

Aachen / GERMANY
Speaker ASCD

Caracas / VENEZUELA Munich / GERMANY
Honorary
Former Chairman
Vice-President FEI
of the FEI-Jumping
Committee

When the education was started, it was an autonomic institute. Since 2005 it becomes a non-profit
organisation. The institute pursuit to a promotion to develop and make courses, especially when these
are made by a younger generation. They have to become the next potential generation of course
designers.
The building of a course design must be done good in the jumping sport. That’s why it is necessary to
pass the knowledge which there is at this moment to the younger generation. Beside this the pursuit of
the education is to increase the knowledge level to a higher level.
The education works close together and under protection of the FEI besides the university is working
together with the next organisations.






De National Equestrian Federation
De National Olympic Committee
De RWTH Aachen University of Technology
De Aachen-Laurensberger Rennverein (CHIO Aachen)
En de Coogne Sports University

The university analyses give possibilities to create university studies. Whereby as well theory as
practice will be learned. (New Zealand Warmblood Horse Breeders Association, 2006) (Gego,
2007b).

PRO-AM
Alain Storme, principal, has founded the company Proam horses (figure 2). It’s a
specialised company in facilities for the equestrian sector. With facilities to be build:
stables, buildings (American barns), walkings, indoor and outdoor training arenas,
safety security material, saddlery and shavings.
Beside these facilities, the company breed also a bloodline.

Figure 2: Logo Proam
horses

Alain Storme has always ridden and trained horses by himself. He has also ride horses to events on
competition level in the discipline jumping. He trains now beside the company successful eventing
riders and coaches them on the events, as well national as international (Storme, Personal
announcement, 2007).
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MONT LE SOIE - MLS
Mont le Soie is a research institute in Vielsalm in the Belgium Ardennes (figure 3). The
institute does research directed on the equestrian sector. The institute will be described
by project organisation, because the research is done at this institute.
Figure 3: Logo MLS

The institute has four main aims:
 Equine research, in collaboration with the University of Liege’s Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine.
 Development of Walloon breeding products
 Vocational training and development of the economic equine channels
 Development of sport infrastructure

Next to the institute it is an interesting stay for horse-walkings, for other stays or practical periods
directed on sports.
It more than only an institute. It can also be rented by associations to stay for a riding week and used
all facilities.
Beside renting. Different events will be organised, like competitions with all disciplines.
The facilities of the institute are:
 40 box stables
 A 40m x 20m covered ring
 Two outdoors arenas from 28m x 60m and 60m x 85m
 A 1700m galloping track
 A crosscountry trail
 Water obstacles and piano obstacles for jumps training
 A 26 place dormitory with toilet facilities and showers
 A 40 persons seminary room
 A cafeteria with kitchen access and an outside barbeque
Beside these training or vocational facilities the institute use research material.
Like a walking hall with a rubber floor, were limps could be discovered easier.
The institute has also a walking band (figure 4) with material which can read
fixed sensors during walking. Beside this room and facility the institute has
different research equipment and an office.
The research institute is directed with the support of the Walloon ministry of
agriculture, the countryside, the environment and tourism. It’s a non-profit
organisation.

Figure 4: A walking band were
walking methods can be
searched

Different researches were done on the institute:
 quantitive monitoring of locomotion and of sporting capabilities during racing
 Results of research about the locomotor system
Morfometry
Clinical research
Radiographic research
 three-dimensional kinematic
Figure 5: 3D kinematic were
3D kinematic (figure 5.)
kinematic can be analysed
Elektromyography
digital on the computer.
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The system for the sensor-system:
Pressure sensors
Examination on the ground
The respiratory mask (figure 6 and 7)
Energy expenditure on locomotion (Mont Le Soie, 2007)

Figure 6: Respiratory mask
to measure the energy
expenditure on locomotion
during riding.

Figure 7: Close-up respiratory mask to measure the
energy expenditure on locomotion.
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Methods and Material
The research includes a literature study and fieldwork. The contents of these two researches include
will described in this chapter.
The total research will take a lot of time. It isn’t possible in twenty weeks to finish the total research,
so this report is a beginning of the total research. More research is needed.

Literature study
By help of the literature study will be found answers on the sub questions which will make it able to
answer the main question.
Materials which will be used for the literature study are books, scientific articles, internet websites,
trade journal, news, interviews with experts and video material.
There are made different appointments with experts from the organisation, Aachen School of Course
Design, course designers, technical advisors, veterinarians, veterinary assistants, surgeons and
professors. Beside these people also the supervisors helped with information.
These appointments were made on very different subjects. So the knowledge was given on different
subjects. The appointments were made as well in the Netherlands as in a foreign country (appendix
14).

Fieldwork
There’s chosen for fieldwork beside the literature study. The idea to choose for this fieldwork was
created on the research institute Mont Le Soie in Belgium. During the conversation with Professor D.
Serteyn the idea was created to do a research were measurements show which distance before take off
is a good distance and could there be a dangerous zone.
This fieldwork is done on the research institute Mont Le Soie. This institute has possibilities to do
researches because they have a lot of research material. Also the horses for the research were at the
research institute. Besides the horses, also the video material and computer programs to analyse the
measurement have been used for the research.
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11/05/2007
FEI Statement on Safety in Eventing
The FEI is seriously concerned by the fatal accidents which have occurred in Eventing over the last
months. Even though the FEI does not have the authority to manage and oversee national events,
which are governed by the National Federations, it is determined to do its utmost to ensure the safety
of the sport.
It has been decided to this effect to formalise the Eventing Safety Cross Country Working Group into
a permanent FEI Safety Sub-Committee. This Committee will be led by International Rider and
Course Designer David O’Connor (USA). The Committee membership will include riders, course
designers and trainers of the leading Eventing nations. The Committee may invite experts from other
disciplines and sports as the need arises.
The FEI Headquarters have set up a specific Eventing safety database and compiled a comprehensive
report of all the figures relating to falls on Cross Country at international events, which is available on
the FEI website www.horsesport.org > Eventing > Safety (direct link
http://www.horsesport.org/c/safety/safety.htm). The role of the FEI Safety Sub-Committee will be to
analyse the figures, trigger specific investigations (i.e. specific combination of fences, analysis of
riders or horses falling several times during a year, events with abnormal number of falls, etc.), and
produce concrete recommendations. Ensuring that the strictest international safety requirements are
applied to the national level will also be part of their mission.
The FEI wishes to emphasise that it takes the welfare of the horse very seriously and sees safety of
both its animal and human athletes as its highest priority.
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Appendix 5: FEI Eventing Safety Report 2006
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Appendix 6: Fall Statistics FEI 2006
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Appendix 7: Event rider killed at Fontainebleau in France
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Event rider killed at Fontainebleau in France

Karen Spinner
14 March, 2007
The sport of eventing has suffered another fatal accident with the death of Amelie Cohen at
Fontainebleau in France
The sport of eventing has suffered another fatal accident. The tragedy occurred at a national
competition at Fontainebleau last Sunday.
French rider Amelie Cohen, 30, fell from her horse at the seventh fence on the cross-country course,
which had a height limit of 3ft 7.5in.
A spokesman for the Federation Francaise d'Equitation, told H&H Mademoiselle Cohen had died in a
rotational fall.
She said: "The fence in question was not difficult, but the horse somersaulted and landed on top of
Amelie. It was one of those very tragic accidents" (Spinner, 2007)
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Appendix 8: Research picture’s
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Appendix 9: Research measuring
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Figure 8: Measurings
phase 1.

Figure 9: Measurings
phase 2.
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Excel table A.

Horse

Jump
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Angle;
kneeDistance ground
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

45
34,15
45,43
36,56
42,69
36,37
42,27
41,99
32,04
36,42
38,19
37,24
39,74
30,87
32,16
43,19
36,51
38,21
32,38
44,55
42,18
38,57
36,21
34,07
40,67
38,31
37,14
36,37
49,81

Distance;
fencegroundline

Height
fence
178
178
178
178
178
178
166
166
166
166
166
166
166
198
198
198
198
198
198
178
198
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178

37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54

Distance;
Difference between
between fence- groundline-hind
hind leg
leg

Height knee
Height knee between fence
239
196
227
245
188
202
209
207
187
228
225
224
229
250
258
232
267
257
257
224
256
207
227
245
217
215
215
195
207

61
18
49
67
10
24
43
41
21
62
59
58
63
52
60
34
69
59
59
46
58
29
49
67
39
37
37
17
29

120
141
126
171
103
143
109
123
146
168
136
147
146
232
231
128
200
178
222
111
170
144
167
228
127
130
138
130
77

83
104
89
134
66
106
72
86
109
131
99
110
109
195
194
91
163
141
185
74
133
90
113
174
73
76
84
76
23
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9 A
10 A
11 A
12 A
13 A
14 A
15 A
16 A
17 A
18 A
19 A
20 A
21 A
1 A
2 A
3 A
4 A
5 A
6 A
7 A
8 A
9 A
10 A
11 A
12 A
13 A
14 A
15 A
16 A
17 A
18 A
19 A
20 A
21 A
1 A
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2
40,03
178
54
207
2
38,34
178
54
212
2
41,35
178
54
222
2
38,55
178
54
197
2
42,45
178
54
208
2
30,22
199
60
238
2
34,05
199
60
240
2
45,21
199
60
233
2
42,71
199
60
265
2
47,31
199
60
252
2
43,97
199
60
233
2
42,55
178
54
216
2
42,37
199
60
254
3
41,13
178
78
208
3
41,5
178
78
236
3
34,71
178
78
241
3
38,41
178
78
243
3
43,25
178
78
278
3
36,69
178
78
211
3
44,44
178
78
193
3
35,51
178
78
243
3
34,76
178
78
194
3
30,33
178
78
237
3
41,82
178
78
213
3
39,67
178
78
227
3
37,87
178
78
216
3
34,78
199
82
232
3
32,39
199
82
260
3
42,23
199
82
223
3
36,07
199
82
270
3
35,62
199
82
275
3
39,29
199
82
247
3
37,05
178
78
209
3
38,21
199
82
245
4
38,45
178
103
245

29
34
44
19
30
39
41
34
66
53
34
38
55
30
58
63
65
100
33
15
65
16
59
35
49
38
33
61
24
71
76
48
31
46
67

110
130
142
110
114
203
205
119
165
111
118
123
163
117
150
191
169
114
151
87
181
139
227
122
127
132
183
222
140
234
218
182
134
164
167

56
76
88
56
60
143
145
59
105
51
58
69
103
39
72
113
91
36
73
9
103
61
149
44
49
54
101
140
58
152
136
100
56
82
64
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7 A
8 A
9 A
10 A
11 A
12 A
13 A
14 A
15 A
16 A
17 A
18 A
19 A
20 A
21 A
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4
31,52
178
103
246
4
38,09
178
103
229
4
38,13
178
103
249
4
40,25
178
103
219
4
36,22
178
103
235
4
41,51
178
103
200
4
44,26
178
103
211
4
38,96
178
103
208
4
30,35
178
103
218
4
40,3
178
103
226
4
39,39
178
103
230
4
39,46
178
103
201
4
31,49
200
119
236
4
38,14
200
119
250
4
42,27
200
119
235
4
42,06
200
119
258
4
41,53
200
119
242
4
34,28
200
119
239
4
46,4
178
103
224
4
40,01
200
119
236

68
51
71
41
57
22
33
30
40
48
52
23
36
50
35
58
42
39
46
36

206
178
190
123
191
107
117
124
203
129
134
126
208
191
136
154
144
166
116
145

103
75
87
20
88
4
14
21
100
26
31
23
89
72
17
35
25
47
13
26
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Excel table B.
Horse

Jump
18
3
10
15
19
4
1
14
17
12
11
21
2
6
7
9
20
16
13
5
8
3
21
18
15
2
5
6
17
11

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Distance Distance; knee-ground
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

248
215
210
250
264
227
251
255
261
214
212
248
230
230
222
228
232
238
260
225
255
238
244
234
247
223
213
224
250
213

Distance; stiffel-ground

Distance; knee-stiffel
254
218
208
247
258
222
245
249
253
199
198
231
210
193
192
194
199
201
206
177
180
248
249
237
247
222
208
218
241
203

233
218
209
236
241
195
215
232
210
218
192
213
203
224
216
225
206
210
258
216
243
226
205
217
241
204
209
233
208
183

Angle; knee-stiffer
-1,53
-0,78
0,55
0,72
1,45
1,51
1,6
1,68
2,17
3,99
4,19
4,52
5,35
7,09
7,98
8,34
9,19
10,28
12,19
13,06
18,13
-2,51
-1,4
-0,79
0
0,28
0,82
1,49
2,49
3,14
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16 B
14 B
20 B
4 B
19 B
7 B
10 B
9 B
1 B
12 B
13 B
8 B
18 B
6 B
10 B
17 B
21 B
4 B
3 B
15 B
14 B
5 B
2 B
19 B
12 B
11 B
8 B
16 B
9 B
20 B
13 B
7 B
1 B
4 B
2 B
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2
228
216
2
248
226
2
233
214
2
232
213
2
260
240
2
221
193
2
228
196
2
231
197
2
251
208
2
228
189
2
256
193
2
243
183
3
238
274
3
222
232
3
235
226
3
260
264
3
242
240
3
226
227
3
234
235
3
252
247
3
250
236
3
213
199
3
227
209
3
266
245
3
223
201
3
220
201
3
250
215
3
245
213
3
224
189
3
232
199
3
245
180
3
228
177
3
246
188
4
218
239
4
228
250

191
248
205
189
198
207
215
212
226
195
233
216
228
227
222
205
207
199
233
239
243
215
209
226
211
175
244
202
220
207
246
193
219
193
204

3,45
5,11
5,35
5,68
5,8
7,82
8,4
9,2
10,91
11,6
15,58
16,09
-9,05
-2,77
-2,34
-1,12
-0,55
-0,29
-0,26
1,19
3,28
3,73
5,02
5,29
5,95
6,06
8,2
9
9,16
9,28
15,52
15,62
15,62
-6,24
-6,1
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4
245
265
4
217
233
4
224
233
4
204
212
4
251
251
4
243
240
4
249
241
4
235
224
4
227
212
4
242
219
4
263
238
4
232
207
4
253
222
4
260
227
4
230
194
4
229
189
4
231
188
4
233
173
4
258
193

203
201
227
209
242
229
242
225
182
206
224
211
222
214
206
220
219
235
238

-5,57
-4,55
-2,26
-2,2
0
0,76
1,9
2,8
4,76
6,4
6,4
6,82
7,91
8,89
10,01
10,49
11,47
14,68
15,87
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Appendix 12: Stopped somersault by Pin construction
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Stills from Weston Park – 20 April 2002

Rider: Rodolphe Scherer
Horse: Isman de L’Oasis
Controlled approach to fence 15 –
The Dyke
Horse took off from a standstill –
picture shows clearly the typical
beginnings of a rotational fall

Momentum carries the horse over
the fence to the critical position of
downward pressure on the rail.
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The pin shears at the point
when
downward pressure reaches
the
pre-determined maximum.
Rider is thrown free – horse is
restricted to take off side of
the fence.

Horse walks away uninjured .
Fence repair set to work
and replace the pin in
under 1minute 30 seconds –
course was not held.

Footage taken by Dr Bob Bowles
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Appendix 13: Pin construction in which fences
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DESIGN & BUILDING SPECS:
INTO WHICH FENCES CAN THE PIN SYSTEM BE INSTALLED?
Specification of fences to which the system should be installed:
















Post and rail construction using timber of appropriate specification (see Construction
Specs below)
All top rails of 15-inch diameter or less.
Back and front rail of all oxers (square and ascending)
Back rail only of any triple bar type construction
Any rail that measures at least 37.5 inches (0.95 m) in height from the BASE of the
fence (not measured from point of take-off). It may be installed in fences of a lower
height if you choose only if the rail can drop 16-inches. This should be discussed with
the Course Designer.
Corners of post-and-rail construction: both rails that form corner, if all of standard
post-and-rail construction; back rail only if front is of solid construction (i.e. palisade,
see section 4 and Appendix diagram). Construction Specifications:
No more than 16 feet between pin centers
Rail not to exceed 550 pounds (SEE APPENDIX B)
Diameter of rail at each pin to be 6.5 to 15 inches.
Timber of greater diameter can be used as long as the center of the log sits on the
setting marker on the pin, and that the overall weight does not exceed 550 pounds.
This could be achieved by notching the rail back onto the posts, but MUST be
discussed with, and approved by, the Course Designer.
Once installed, the rail must be free to drop at least 16 inches (40 cm) at each pin
position, and be retained by roping.
All back rails (oxers, triple bars, etc.) should have no lower rails or filling.
Uprights and front rails with pins installed can have lower rails and/or filling.
Suggested methods of achieving this are shown in the Appendix. (Starck and Starck,
2005)
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Appendix 14: Pin construction into fences
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Diagram 1 – Post and Rail with
suggested method of
retaining lower rail

Diagram 3 – Triple Bar
fill

Diagram 5 – Joint

Diagram 2 – Flower Box

Diagram 4 – Post and Rail with brush

Diagram 6 – Corner layout
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Appendix 15: List of appointments with experts
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Date
06.02.2007

14.03.2007
10.04.2007

18.04.2007
23/24.04.2007

25.05.2007
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Persons
Arno Gego
Alain Storme
Frank Kemperman
Alain Storme
Didier Serteyn
Denis Verwilghen
Alain Storme
Sue Benson
Andy Griffiths
Didier Serteyn
Laurent Vander Heyden
Jean Phillip Le Jeune
Denis Verwilghen
Laurent Vander Heyden

Place
Aachen

Essen (Equitana)
Liege, Vielsalm (MLS)

Boekelo, (BadHotel)
Liege, Vielsalm (MLS)

Liege, Veterinair University
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